Neutrosophic cubic set is the hybridization of the concept of neutrosophic set and interval 9 neutrosophic set. Neutrosophic cubic set has the capacity to express the hybrid information of both 10 the interval neutrosophic set and the single valued neutrosophic set simultaneously. As newly 11 defined, little research on the operations and applications of neutrosophic cubic sets appear in the 12 current literature. In the present paper we propose the score, accuracy functions for neutrosophic 13
Introduction 23
While modelling multi attribute decision making (MADM) and multi attribute group decision 24 making (MAGDM), it is often observed that the parameters of the problem are not precisely known. 25
The parameters often involve uncertainty. To deal uncertainty, Zadeh [1] left an important mark to 26
represent and compute with imperfect information by introducing fuzzy set. Fuzzy set fostered a 27 broad research community, and their impact has also been clearly felt at the application level in 28 MADM [2-4] and MAGDM [5-9]. 29
Atanassov [10] incorporated non membership function as independent component and defined 30
intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) at first to express uncertainty in more meaningful way. IFSs have been 31 applied in many MADM problems [11] [12] [13] . Smarandache [14] proposed the notion of neutrosophic Similarity measure is an important mathematical tool in decision-making problems. 48
Pramanik et al. [29] at first defined similarity measure for neutrosophic cubic sets and proved its 49 basic properties. In the same study, Pramanik et al. [ In this paper we develop a TODIM method (for short, NC-TODIM method) for MAGDM in 83 neutrosophic cubic set environment. We solve an illustrative numerical example of MAGDM 84 problem in neutrosophic cubic set environment to show the applicability and effectiveness of the 85
proposed NC-TODIM method. 86
Remainder of the paper is divided into five sections that are organized as follows: Section 87 2 presents some basic definition of neutrosophic sets, interval-valued neutrosophic sets, 88 neutrosophic cubic sets. Section 3 is devoted to present the proposed NC-TODIM method. Section 4 89 presents an illustrative numerical example. Section 5 is devoted to analyse the ranking order with 90 different values of attenuation factor of losses. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusion and future 91 scope of research. 92
Preliminaries 93
In this section, we review some basic definitions which are important to develop the paper. 94
Definition 1. [14] Neutrosophic set (NS) 95
Let U be a space of points (objects) with a generic element in U denoted by u i.e. u∈ U. A 96 neutrosophic set R in U is characterized by truth-membership function tR , indeterminacy-97 membership function iR and falsity-membership function f R , where tR , iR , f R are the functions from
98
U to ] Let G be a non-empty set. An interval neutrosophic set G in G is characterized by 
In real problems it is difficult to express the truth-memberships function, 112 indeterminacy-membership function and falsity-membership function in the form of tG − (g), tG
Here, tG − (g), tG iii.
Compliment of a NC-number 150
be any neutrosophic cubic set in G. Then compliment of
152
Here,
Example 6. 156
Assume that ©1 be any NC-number in G in the form: Let ©1 be a NC-number in a non-empty set G. Then, a score function of ©1 , 161 ) © ( Sc 1 is defined as:
165
Proposition 1. Score function of two NC-numbers lies between -1 to 1. 166
Proof.
167
Using the definition of interval neutrosophic set and neutrosophic set, we have all a1 , a2, b1, b2,c1, c2, 168 a, b, and c ]
Since,
Adding (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain 180
Again, 183
Adding (2.6) and (2.7), we obtain 189
Adding (2.5) and (2.8) and dividing by 2, we obtain 192 
When the value of ) © ( Ac 1 increases, we say that the degree of accuracy of the NC-number ©1 207 increases. 208
Proposition 2. Accuracy function of two NC-numbers lies between -1 to 1. 209
210
The values of accuracy function depend upon 211
Hence complete the proof. 
Step 2. Normalize the decision matrix 291 MAGDM problem generally consists of cost criteria and benefit criteria. So, the 292 decision matrix needs to be normalized. For cost criterion Cj we use the Equation (7) to 293 normalize the decision matrix (Equation (3.1)) provided by the decision makers. For benefit 294 criterion Cj we don't need to normalize the decision matrix. When Cj is a cost criterion, the 295 normalized form of decision matrix (see Equation (3.1)) is presented below. 296
Here © k ij ⊗ is the normalized form of NC-number. 298
Step 3. Determine the relative weight of each criterion 299
Relative weight Wch of each criterion is obtained by the following equation. where, Wh = max {W1, W2, …, Wn}.
302
Step 4. Calculate score values 303 if Cj is a benefit criterion. 306
Step 5: Calculate accuracy values 307 Where, parameter ' α ' represents the attenuation factor of losses and α must be positive.
318
Step 7. Formulate the individual total dominance matrix 319 Step 8. Aggregate the dominance matrix 323
Using Equation (3.7), calculate the collective overall dominance of alternative Ai over each 324
Step 9. Calculate global values 327
Using the Equation (3.8), we calculate global value of each alternative 328
Step 10. Rank the priority 330
Sorting the values of i Ω provides the rank of each alternative. A set of alternatives can be preference 331 ranked according to the descending order of i Ω . Highest global value corresponds to the best 332 alternative. 333 Figure 2 . Step 1: Formulate the decision matrix Decision makers
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Illustrative example 360
In this section, a MAGDM problem is adapted from the study [18] under neutrosophic cubic set 361
environment. An investment company wants to select a best alternative among the set of feasible 362 alternatives. The feasible alternatives are 363 1. Car company (A1) 364 2. Food company (A2) 365 3. Computer company (A3) 366
Arms company (A4) 367
The best alternative is selected based on the following criteria: The proposed method is presented using the following steps: 375
Step 1. Formulate the decision matrix 376
Formulate the decision matrices (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3)). 382
Decision matrix for E1 383 Step 2. Normalize the decision matrix 390
Since all the criteria are benefit type, we do not need to normalize the decision matrix. 391
Step 3. Determine the relative weight of each criterion 392 Using Equation (3.3), we obtain the relative weight of criteria Wch as follows: 393 Wch = (1, .875, .625) T .
394
Step 4. Calculate score values 395
The score values of each alternative relative to each criterion obtained by Equation (2.1) are presented in the 396 Tables 1, 2 and 3 Step 5. Calculate accuracy values 402
The accuracy values of each alternative relative to each criterion obtained by Equation (2.9). are presented in 403
Tables 4, 5 and 6. Step 6. Formulate the dominance matrix 410
Using Equation (3.5), we construct dominance matrix for α = 1 The dominance matrixes are 411 represented in matrix form (See Equations (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8), (4.9), (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12)). 412 (4.10) (4.11) 420
The dominance matrix Ψ 3 (4.16) 435
Step 9. Calculate global values 436
Using Equation (3.8 ) we calculate the values of Ωi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and represented in Table 7 . 437 Table 7 . Global values of alternatives 438 Ai A1 A2 A3 A4
i Ω .49 .61 1 0
Step 10. Rank the priority 439
Ω , alternatives are then preference ranked as follows:
Hence A3 is the best alternative. 442
From the illustrative example, we see that the proposed NC-TODIM method is more suitable for real 443 scientific and engineering applications because it can handle hybrid information consisting of INS 444 and SVNS information simultaneously to cope indeterminate and inconsistent information. Thus, 445
NC-TODIM extends the existing decision-making methods and provides a sophisticated 446 mathematical tool for decision makers. 447
Rank of alternatives with different values of α
448 Table 8 shows that the ranking order of alternatives depends on values of attenuation factor, which reflects the 449 importance of attenuation factor in NC-TODIM method. 450 451 Table 8 . Global The impact of parameter α on ranking order is examined by comparing the ranking orders taken 454 with varying the different values of α . When α = .5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, ranking order are presented in 455 Table 8 . We draw Figure 3 and Figure 4 to compare the ranking order for different values of α .
456
When α =.5, α = 1.5 and α =3 the ranking order is unchanged and A3 is the best alternative, A1 is 457 the worst alternative. When α = 1, the ranking order is changed and A3 is the best alternative and A4 458 is the worst alternative. For α = 2, the ranking order is changed and A2 is the best alternative and A1
459
is the worst alternative. From Table 8 we see that A3 is the best alternative in four cases and A1 is the 460 worst. We can say that ranking order depends on parameter α and A3 is the best alternative and A1 461
is the worst alternative. 
